Pedestrian Rights in a Safe Way
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Abstract

A pedestrian is every person who is walking, especially along or the width of a street or other place used by cars. Growth, development and industrialization of societies, threatens the safety of pedestrians. Increase and acceleration of vehicles and traffic, lack of road and street standards, weakness of laws or inappropriate executive guarantees, causing to insecurity and incidence of physical dangers to the pedestrians. Main question is how to ensure the security and rights of pedestrian? Pedestrian security is a crucial factor in maintaining physical and mental health and peace, social welfare and preventive measure for many of the anxieties, stress and psychological pressure. Achieving this requires multilateral efforts and convergent state and society. We recommend that the following basic measures taken to ensure the safety of pedestrians. Including: Scientific tutorials for incumbents of the passages, such as municipalities and ministry of roads, development of traffic on society, explaining the rights and duties of pedestrians and drivers, formally right of priority pedestrian and driver, Infrastructures reform, safety and standard the passages in consideration of the rights of all people with lower power and handicapped in urban design and traffic, set rigorous regulations with deterrent executive guarantees for drivers and prevent the transit of motorcycles on footpath, effective monitoring and control for production and supply of vehicles with high quality and high safety factors, prevent installation of intrusive equipment on pavements and establish the amenities and technical equipment on the road for pedestrians to secure them against any hazards of road and street.
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